




18 GENERAL CoMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

with components Jrrr. Summation over firms is indicated by omitting
the subscript/ Thus, we have

lt:)!r, v:)vr'
ff

If there are any quantities of goods available in the economy

before there is any production or market exchange, then we shall

take it that these goods are owned by households. We write x' as

the amount of good 1 owned by household h, and note that for good

sense this must be a non-negative quantity' As before, *n is the

n-dimensional column vector with components x;,; and summation

over households is indicated by omitting the subscript ft.

Market equilibrium is concerned with the compatibility of the

decisions of the different firms and households, and therefore we are

interested in the difference between the demand for a good and its

total supply. The latter is the sum of the production of the good

and the quantities of it available before production. Thus, the

total supply of good i is y' * x1. We define the excess demand for
good i (written zi) by

zi:xi-li-Ii i:7,...,n.

We write z for the n-dimensional column vector with components zt

and refer to it as lhe excess-demand uector. Taking i and in as

given, we regard z as a function of p. We shall sometimes refer to

zi 1 0 as aL excess supply of good i. We put this formally:

AssuurrloN I (F). To any p there corresponds a unique number

z,(p) called the excess-demand function for i and so a unique vector

of excess-demand functions z(p)' We have zrfu) : x'(P) - y'(p) -
I, and call x,(p) the demandfunction and yr(p) the supply function'I

It is quite irnportant to understand why this assumption is indeed

restrictive, and we consider a simple example by way of illustration
for which F will not hold. Suppose that, given p, there is a

unique household response x,(p). Suppose further that good i is

produced by firm/ which produces no other kind of good, while no

other firm produces i. Let the firm choose y/, among all the choices

of y, open to it, so as to maximizepyl, its profits. Assume that p

is such that this maximization is possible and is achieved for py, : 0,

1 Of course y(p) is a vector and contains negative components so that this use

of the notion "supply function" is not that of the textbook.
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-::t that the firm produces under constant returns to scale. Then
:r idently for ft > 0, ky, will also maximize profits and so p does not
:etermine the total supply of good i uniquely and F does not hold.
Oiher examples are possible, none of which relies on unrealistic
:ostulates. It is clear, therefore, that we shall have to regard F as
:r assumption that, at some stage, we must do without.

There is one other important point that requires emphasis. The
::umber z,(p) will later be derived from a proper theory of the actions
oi economic agents, households, and firms. It tells us what the
ercess demand for i will be if all attempted to carry out their preferred
:ctions at p. The excess-demand function is thus an ex ante
Joncept; it is hypothetical in the sense that the actual purchases and
sales may differ from those that the theory of the decisions of agents
:ells us would be the purchases and sales regarded as proper by the
:eents at p.1 Indeed, at zr(p) positive, for instance, it clearly would
rot be possible for all the agents to complete the transactions with
:espect to i that they regard as desirable at p.

{. The Main Assumptions

In this section we introduce the main assumptions to be used in
:nis chapter. Many of these will be deduced as propositions from
nore basic postulates later in this book (Sections 3.4 and 4.5).

The first assumption asserts that the actions of agents depend on
:he rates at which goods exchange one against another and not at all
.-rn the rate at which goods exchange against the (fictional) unit of
account, in this case, bancors. This assumption should not be
nisunderstood. If one of the goods acts as a medium of exchange,
:br instance, then it too will have a price in terms of unit of account,
and it is not asserted that the rate at which goods exchange against
:his particular good, the medium of exchange, is of no consequence
io the decisions of economic agents. We write this assumption
iormally:

.\ssuuprloN 2 (H). z(p):z(ftp) for all p>0 and k>0; the
ercess-demand functions are homogeneous of degree zero in p.

A consequence of H is that we may fix the level of p arbitrarily
u'ithout restricting our analysis in any way. For our purposes, this

: See Sections 13.6 and 14.4 for detailed discussions.
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is most conveniently done by considering only those prices that

belong to the r-dimensional simplex S', which is defined by

It may be objected that this procedure is rather drastic because it
precludes from consideration situations in which all prices are zero

and also situations in which some price is negative'

First we note that if we wished to examine an economy from which

the "economic problem" of scarcity is absent, we could do so by

supposing everyone to own some quantities of a good, the price of

*hi.h t" set equal to unity so that all the other goods have a zero

price. This we can do while restricting all p to be in Sn' The

prop", representation of such an economy could not be achieved by

setting P : 0.

fnere is also a technical reason for excluding p : 0 from con-

sideration. Suppose H holds for k > 0 and not just for k > 0'

Now consider two price vectors, p and p', with z(p) * z(p')' Then

byH,z(kp):z(p)and'z(kp'):z(p')fork>0'Evidently'ifwe
ailow k io approach zero, the two vectors of the excess-demand

functions must approach different limits, from which we conclude

that z(p) is not continuous at p : 0' But we certainly would find it
very inconvenient to have to do without the continuity ofthe excess-

demand function at any point of the price domain we consider, and

in this instance nothing of economic interest would be gained'

The reason for excluding negative prices is less cogent and also

less necessary for the subsequent analysis, though we shall maintain

it for simplicity. If a good has a negative price, then the individual

selling that good has to give up units of some other good or goods

with positive price as well. If he also has the option of disposing

of the good wlthout giving up any other good with a positive price,

it is reasonable to suppose that he will prefer this option. Thus the

exclusion of negative prices from consideration is justified if we

suppose that there always exists the option of free disposal, for then

,ro tr. would be willing to transact at a negative price and so a

negative price could not arise. In this chapter and elsewhere in the

book, free disposal is Postulated.
The second assumption derives from the fact that, stealing apart'

no agent can plan a greater expenditure on goods and services than

the receipts he plans to obtain from the sale of goods and services.

t:{'l 20,:', n'o}
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By our definition of goods (Section 2'2).'th.is."accounting restraint"

includes borrowing and lending' The individual borrows by selling

g""ar r"* r"r futire delivery ind he lends by buying goods now for

future deliverY.

The difference between the total value of all purchases-planned by

households and lirms unJ tn" total value of sales planned by them is

.uiO.n,fy pr. We shall now give reasons for taking this number to

be non-positive. Suppose ttat all -firms aim to maximize their

pront, *O ,t u, they all have the choice of not engaging in any

'p.oJu.,i"" activity. 
- 

Ciearly, since py is the profits of all firms taken

;;;;;.., we may take it that py is always non-negative' Next sup-

;;;ih"1 every household ft reieives a given fraction' d" > 0' of the

total profi.ts of firms and that

Then I may choose any xh that satisfies

Pxr, - Pir - dnPY 3 0' (1)

If we can suppose further that a household always prelers x,' to

*;li *, t "; 
und that it will never choose an action if a preferred one

is available, then the reader can verify that x,, will always be such as

to make the expression in (1) equal to zero' Summing (l) over /i

then gives Pz : 0.

These are the underlying rationalizations of the assumption that

we now Put formallY'

Assutr,tprtoN 3 (w). For all P e Sn, pz(p) : 0 (Walras' law). ln

what follows we shall need another, rather technical assumptlon'

AssuvpttoN 4 (C). The vector excess-demand function' z(p)' is

continuous over its domain of definition' S''

Assumption C implies that z(p) is bounded everywhere' since- S'

is a compact ,"t, *nitn fttt" *tun' that it is closed and bounded'

In particular, this means that the demand for a free good is bounded;

everyindividualbecomessatiatedwithrespecttoanyparticulargood.
Unfortunately this assumption comes close fo blin9 *""l,tt::::'
with the reasoning underlying W' which requires that at any polnt

the household is unsatiatlO witn respect tq at least one good' A

weaker continuity assumption that permits unlimited demand for

free goods will be introduced in Section 2'8'

2a,: t'
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It may help the reader to have an example of the violation of C'

suopose again that ro# i; nr"i"*a o.1ry by firm f, which produces

no^other goods' Gi";;;;;;tices olall goods other than i' assume

the average .o" tu'ut'oi;;^;;U srra1e1,' Ler p! be the lowest

orice at which the ti'* tun cover average costs' Then by the usual

urrumption'' tn" n'*''"Jutt.,i-'u ui 1"."1;' "liif ;. i.i,'i;t1l
,i*"f"," that there is a positive output at pi

,.ud., to verilv tnu' i i"i';;""i#ed' ' 
Since this example is not

fanciful, we must "";;; 
tit"t C indeed mav be a serious restrrc-

tion on our analysis. 
--a.tttougt, 

this assumpiion can be somewhat

relaxed after F i' uuunio*J'i" tunnot do without somethtng very

crose to it in many ;ffi;;, ,o t" given both in this chapter

and in this book' H;#;';;-ttope to l'u* 'o'n" 
conclusions for

the working of un t"o'no-*ic'systern in certain of the cases in which

C is violated'

5. Equilibrium

Economic agents mav be taken to "i:l tY',l:'J'ffi 
i:"ttl;J:l;

of *ttut they want and what they can get'

are given, and if ;;tffi: "*'"9J-uv lldividuals 
and households

are also given, tt'en tiJ ""ti"Uft' 
influencins their decisions are the

prices prevailing in # #;;;;utr"*' .Ifit some set of admissible

prices (i.e.. ro, u, ,ot"t fi" ii "li 
tn"':,.1:ttttont can be carried out

simultaneousfy' tntn *J rnuV''uV tft"' these decisions are compatible

and that the prices u" 
"quitiUtium 

prices' There are really two

sets of ideas involi;';"-;;; ;"tion of eouilibrium' on the one

hand, in such a 
'ltuaiio" 

every agent tun uthitt't what he wishes to

achieve. on the "fit";;'ji 
i"'t"'' t""hnology' and the ownership

of goods remain d;;';;;; wi1l.be no mechanism to bring about

a change itt p' UtO"' tie conditions postulated' it is argued that a

change in prices is a signal'-the.cons.eQrtence 
of, incompatibility in

the decision' of ugJ"t'] This is u futiliu' notion' the "law of

demand una "'pprl'1i"i'inn 
tt ittt""td to'" extensively in chapters

ll, 12, and l3'

1 Since we have taken p e Sn' the curve.nust*be thought of as constructed as

follows : rake anv o : J": ";; sulpose t'at 
": "tl:il].$i..;;?t"f:',\,':i;til'il

on i's average tott tu'u" equal to p'' *iY'-t?]: ';*t'i" n"a a point on the

lir..t i'rJJuv k.-1so that the new l'ti?;..i-i"'this wavto trace the

average cost curve at p' that is equal to pt' t

whole curve'
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Before we formalize this idea we must take note of a special point.
The decision to supply a good in a perfectly competitive economy is

:-ot a decision to supply so-and-so much to such-and-such agents, but
.:nply to exchange so-and-so much of the good for other goods. If
::e price ruling for a good is zero and agents plan to supply some of it,
::en by the assumption of free disposal (see discussion of H in
Section 2.4), we may simply say that agents decide to dispose of a
:,'rtain amount of the good. Clearly this decision can be carried out
:)' our assumption, whatever the demand of other agents for that
;ood may be. If this demand were greater than the amount
:ilered, however, then the decisions of the demanding agents could
:ot be carried to fruition. From this we conclude that while we
,i ould never be willing to regard a situation with positive excess

::mand in some market as an equilibrium, an excess supply in a

:rarket where the price is zero is quite consistent with our notion of
:n equilibrium. All this seems agreeable to common sense and it
:;mains to put it more formally.

DrrrNtrroN 1 (E). p* in Sn is called an equilibrium rf z(p*) < 0,
'.vhere z(p) is derived from the "preferred" actions of agents.

That this formal definition indeed corresponds to our discussion

-.f the equilibrium concept can be seen with the aid of the following
:heorem.

Tsronlrrr L If W and z(p*) < 0, then z,(p*) < 0 implies that
:I :0.

Proof. Since p* is in S,, it follows from the assumptions of T.2.1
:hat every element in the sum p*z(px) is non-positive. Then, if,
--ontrary to what is asserted, pf; > 0, it must be that p*r(p*) < 0,
-'rhich contradicts W. Since no price can be negative, this com-
:letes the proof.

In several respects D.2.1 is incomplete because it does not specify
:he conditions that must hold for each agent if his decision is to be
:he "best" open to him at p*. This, however, must be postponed
intil Chapters 3 and 4. Here we must be satisfied with our rather
-nformal treatment.

It should also be noted that there is no reason to suppose that
:here is only one equilibrium price vector. The question of the
-'uniqueness" of an equilibrium will be fully explored in Chapter 9.
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Here we simply introduce a piece of notation: We write E for the

set of equilibrium Price vectors'

E:{Plz(P)<0; PeS'}'

6, The Existence of Equilibrium-the Case of Two Gooils

This section is to serve as an introduction to the proof that in

general, given our urrutption', the set.E is not empty' It is hoped

that it will facilitate u p'opt' appreciation of the roles of the various

assumptions in the proof' 
^ 

tn wirat follows we take all p to be in S''

Consider, in a two-good economy' the two price vectors

p' : (0,1) and p" : (1,0)'

We suppose that neither p' nor p// is in F' else there is nothing to

prou.' but ttttn it must be that t'(p') t 0 and z'(p") > 0' con-

sider the first of thes;. By W we irave 021(p') t lz"(p');0' If'

\contrary to our assertion, we had zt(p').< 0' then the first term

l;;;il^:.;irrv u" ,"ro ind so also zo(p') : 0, which contradicts

fi" il,o;i;;;;'is not in E' The same argument establishes

the inequalitY for zr(P")'

Now let

p(ru) : tttP' * (l - m)P" with I > m > 0'

By W, one of the numbers z''(p(m)) and z,(p('n)) is positive and

the other negative when rr + 0,i unless p(nl e E' Suppose th^en'

without loss of generality, thal' zr(pQno)) < 0 for some mo + 0'1 '

Now let rt increase fro'm"mo to l' We alreadVrknow that tt{Uf)l-''

positive, and therefbr e, as m approaches t"?t'! tott*here zt(p(m))

must change sign' But, by C' it tunnot change sign without

becoming zero. Suppose this happens at nf ' Then p(rr*) is in E

for, by fr, it must be that z"(P(m*)): 0

We note the important tot" of C in this demonstration' Without

it we could not exciuJe the possibility ol a change in the sign of zt'

as t?? approa.t't., ,"'o, *ithout its ever becoming equal to zeto' Of

course we also relied heavily on w, but this assumption does not

appear to be very ,tu'ittiut'" As was indicated in the discussion of

C, however, the latter will certainly exclude a number of perfectly

possible situations from consideration' Later in the book' an

investigation of some of these possibilities should help us to form
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: r::e judgment as to the likelihood that the coherence of decisions

:-plied b-y equilibrium is attainable by actual economies' In this'

-----......, due-care will have to be taken not to confuse the statement
.."::equilibriumcannotbeshowntoexist''withtheStatement..no

: -- :iiibrium is Possible."
In Figure 2-l we illustrate the proposition just established for a

..".r-goJd economy. In the diagram the horizontal axis is of unit

-::-gth.

The Existence of an Equilibrium: Many Goods

\\-hen we turn to the economy with many goods, it is clear that the

'-:rple procedure of Section 2.6 wlll not serve, although the lessons

.: have learned will continue to be of interest, as we shall see'

----:eed. the best introduction to the general case is probably achieved

:-. staying with the two-good case a little longer'

Take any arbitrary point p on the horizontal axis of Figure 2-l so

-- 
"'- 

p is in S,. At the point chosen in the figure' z'(p) is positive

,--. ,rip; is negative. Let us adopt the following rules:

(1) Raise the price of the good in positive excess demand'

(2) Lower or at least do not raise the price of the good in

excess supply, but never lower the price below zero'

Figure z-r
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(3) Do not change the price of a good in zeroexcess demand'

ioi Multiply the resulting price vector by a scalar' leaving

relative prices unchanged, so that the new price vector you

obtain is in S"'

If we are successful in carrying out these rules we can say: Given

any p in S,, we have a routine for finding another point in Sn'

enoitt"t way of putting this is to say that our procedure gives us a

mnpping of S" inio itsen We note that if p is an equilibrium' then

ln. -uiping will give us p again' The converse will also be true:

If the mapplng takes us fiom p back to p, then equilibrium exists'

The question ihen is: Does at least one such point exist? In our

two-good example the answer is clearly "yes'" Suppose that neither

p' no", p" is the point we seek' We know that at p' the rules tell us

io ,uir" the price of good 1 and at p" they tell us to raise the price of

good 2. gy W, though, we can never be asked to raise the prices

lf Uoth goods at any p. Hence, atp(m) with 1 # m + 0' the rules

instruct irs to lower the price of some good, say the first' But then

lV C u, some p(z*), the rules tell us not to change the price of the

fiist good (because z,(p(m*)): 0)' and then by w it follows also

that 
-we 

must not change the price of the second good' Hence'

p(m *) is a point of the kind we seek'

ati ttris is really a repetition of the argument of the previous section

in slightly different terms. When we come to the case of many

gooAi our method will have to be somewhat different' As much as

iossible, we shall use the economics of our problem to constru-ct a

iro".dur" that satisfies the rules we have given' We can use C to

establish that the rules give a continuous mapping' Then we will

appeal to a mathematical theorem that assures us that there will be

uii"urt one point in S' that the mapping returns to itself' We then

will appeal again to our economics to show that this point is the

equilibrium we seek.

Step 1: Construction of mapping' We first seek a continuous

function with the following three properties:

M,(p)

M,(P)

> 0 if and onlY if z,(P) > 0, (2a)

: 0 if z,(p) : g, (2b)

(2c)h+Mt(P)>0-
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-::s intended that M{p) represent an adjustment to an existing price

. -- that a price vector p is transformed into a new price vector with
:r:nponents p, + Mr(g).

Functions satisfying (2) exist; for one example, let Mt(p) --
-:-:r( -p;, k,z,(p)), where ft, > 0' Since M1(p) is a continuous trans-

-::mation of prand zr,itis certainly continuous by C.

To verify (2a), first suppose z,(p) > 0. Since p, > 0, kizl(p) >

-1,. So that Mr(p) -- k,z,(p) > 0' Conversely, if z(p) < 0, then

:::her M,(p) : k,z,(P) < 0 or Mt(p) : -h 3 0. It is easy to verify

:, at (2b) and (2c) hold.
.{n even simpler, though less intuitive, example of a function

.:iisff ing (2) is M'(p): max(O, krzt(p)), kt > 0.

For functions satisfying (2), we easily deduce

M,(p)2,(p) > O all i. (3)

It rvill be seen that if we interpret pi I Mt(p) as the ith component

:: the new price vector that the mapping produces, given p, the

:rocedure for finding these new prices satisfies rules discussed earlier.

Honever, while all p, -l Mr(P) are certainly non-negative, there is

:-..ihing to ensure that they will add up to one. In other words, if
.;: $ rite p + M(p) as the row vector of the new prices (components

. - M,(p)), then there is no reason to suppose that p * M(p) is in

S- u'hen p is in S,. Since we seek a mapping of Sn into itself, we

::::st modily the mapping.

-\n obvious way of doing this is as follows: Let e be the zr-dimen-

.-..nal column vector with all components unity. Then [p + M(p)]e

-' certainly non-negative. If we are certain that this number is

::rictly positive, then we may take the mapping given by

r(p):#ffi (4)

T:re reader can now verify that (4) obeys all of the four rules we have

-"id down, in particular, that the vector T(p) is in S"-

We now show that (4) is indeed a possible mapping by proving

::at for all p e S,, [p * M(p)]e > 0. lf not, then for some p e S',
p - M(p) : 0 bY 2(c). But then

0 : [p + M(p)]z(p) : pz(p) + M(p)z(p) : M(p)z(p)

:: W. But then by (3), M,(p)2,(p): 0, all i. Since p e S,, it
::ust be thatpi > 0, some i, so for lhat i, Mr$) : -pr <0' This,
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however, must mean z'(p) -- 0' which in turn by (2b) implies that

i),in1 :'0, 
" "ontruai"tlo"' 

Hence, tp + M(p)le > 0 for all p e Sn'

Step 2: The mathematical result' We first define some of the

r*;;t of our introductory remarks more formally'

DrrrNtrtoN 2. (a) If T(p) is a mapping that takes points in Sn into

O'"J,t i" S- then the 
-*upping 

ls iaid to map S' into itself'

(b) If for some p* ;;;;;."p- : T(p*), then p* is called a fixed

point of T(P).

The theorem we use in this chapter is called Brouwer's fixed-point

theorem, and it is stated as follows: Every continuous mapping of a

compact convex set into liself has a fixed point' The proof of this

result will be found in r.c.r;convexity is defined in D'B'7' Here

we need confirm only that the set S' that we are interested in satisfies

the requirements of the theorem'

Certainly if p and p; "i" 
irr Sn' then for any rr with ! 

' 

y = 
0'

the vector p(m) : mp + (t - ily is in sn' since p(',) is 
-non-

negative and p(ru)e :'1' Hence'-'S' i' "ot'u"*' 
Since Sn is clearly

il"-"ta.a and^since the limit point of any sequence of price vectors

in Sn is itself in S., Sn is compact'

Step 3: The fixetl point of T(p) is an equilibrium' At the fixed

point, we have P* : T(P*), that is'

{[p* + M(p*)]e]p* : p* + M(P*)

or

M(p*) : trP*, (5)

where i : [p* * M(px)]e - l. Take the inner product of (5) on

lotn tia"t *ith 
'1P*;, 

and use W to find

M(p*)z(p*) : trP*z(P*) : 0'

As before, M,(p*)2,(p*) : 0, all i' by (1): Hence' z'(p*) > 0 would

imply Mi$*; : o, t'itrictt contradicts (2a)' Hence' z'(p*) s 0' all i'

ny l.Z.t, P* is an equilibrium', - .'W" 
summarize the result of this section formally:

Tggonnu 2. If F, H, W, and C, then an equilibrium for a

competitive economy with a finite number of goods exists'


